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Safe system for

Applies to:

Purpose:

Scope:

Top Loading of Cement Bulk Tanker - Rugby Plant (Automated
System)

Authorised/trained persons only

To ensure the safety of persons involved in the top loading process of bulk tankers at Rugby Works

osmex
Operation s

It is the responsibility of all persons to comply with this safe system of work. Site management are responsible
for ensuring all operators are suitably trained and supervised

GB - SC - LOG - SSOW - 007 (B)

Issue No - 5
Date - May 2009

Last Review - May 2009

Hazards and Risks: Necessary Level of Training: Personal Protection:

Being hit by a flying or falling object

Slips, trips and falls

A manual handling injury
Trapping fingers between fixed and moving

surfaces.
Struck by moving vehicle

Exposure to Dust

Struck by hatch lid if pressure remains in tank

Equipment familiarisation & SSoW

H&S awareness

Assessment of competence

Manual handling

My Space
Working at Height

Safety Boots

Uniform

High vis vest or coat with reflective strips.
Work/safety gloves, for all manual handling

activities
Eye protection: Safety Goggles

Safety Helmet

Special Precautions and Equipment:

Inspection & service schedule

Pre-use checks and defect reporting

Visual check of Pressure Gauge before loading

Pressure Systems Tests dates are valid

Reversing Camera and Bleeper
Flashing Beacon

Before starting the activity/task
If you do not have the correct PPE, equipment or training, DO NOT PROCEED. Report to your supervisor. The correct PPE is a hardhat, reflective vest, suitable eye protection i.e.
glasses, safety boots, gloves. GOGGLES must be worn in the loading area
Declare last product carried on the delivery ticket and follow quality procedures if the product was non-cementitous.
Never use a mobile phone whilst manoeuvring onto the loading point and ensure music is turned down to avoid distraction
Ensure the tank is not pressurised by checking the pressure gauge is at zero
Under no circumstance must the top of the tank be accessed without the use of a safe access platform, on no account use the vehicle ladder
Ensure the height of your vehicle does not exceed that of the maximum authorised height for the loading silos

In the event of a system problem, it may be necessary to use the supervisor key to load and manual record the vehicle weights. Assistance will be provided in this scenario

The activity/task-
proceed to the selected loading point with the relevant swipe card for the tank, Only drive onto the weighbridge if the Traffic Light is on green. If the Hght is red, contact the Traffic Office
and await further instruction
Use the CCTV monitor to line the loading hatch up with the spout. When in the correct position, apply the handbrake, stop the engine, remove the vehicle keys. Assess area using my
space principles, exit the vehicle using 3 points of contact. Ensure there is no pressure left inside tank before Proceeding up the stairs using the handrail to maintain using 3 points of
contact to the loading area.
Once the vehicle is in the correct position, press the 'Enter/Accept* •button on the operator panel (Panel view). This prompts you to run the swipe card across the card reader. If there is
an incorrect reading (or if the operation is timed out) of either the swipe card or licence, the loading process will be inhibited and you must contact the Traffic Office via the intercom
system for further guidance
If the first read is successful the message 'Please accept the first weight' will display and the 'Enter/Accept' button can be pressed. If the weight fails to register or is outside the
system tolerances then an error condition will occur and the Traffic Office must be contacted for further guidance
If the system is able to detect an order then any special instructions relating to the load will be displayed. In order to proceed to the next stage of loading, press the 'Enter/Accept1 button
to confirm having read them.
Once the vehicle and load are matched, the silo and loading path will be selected automatically. The following docking instructions will be displayed:- Unlock ritehite, + Lock ritehite in
position, +Open safety gate, -flower the spout (using the pendant push buttons - the pendant light goes from red to green when the spout is fully lowered),-f-Close safety gate,
+ Unlock ritehite, -(-Raise ritehite, +Lock ritehite
As each instruction is completed, the screen detail will change from red to green. The exit traffic light will also show red until the loading is completed or abandoned, when it wilt turn
green. An instruction to press the 'Start Button' will now appear.
When lowering the loading spout, guide it in using the handles on the spout. Always use my space principles, the use of dose fitting goggles is mandatory in this area
If there is any form of dust leak once loading has started, then either the 'Stop' of the 'Quick Stop Button' must be pressed, according to the degree of speed required. Contact the
Traffic Office via the intercom system so remedial action can be taken
When opening or dosing the man lid only tighten and loosen by hand " DO NOT USE HAMMER/MALLETS" or any other piece of equipment. (NEVER KICK THE MAN LID BOLTS TO
LOOSEN OR TIGHTEN THEM)

Once the loading is completed, the loading spout will raise and the driver will be prompted to take the second/gross weight by pressing the 'Enter/Accept' button

The docking prompts are now repeated on the screen to enable the hatch to be closed. Each instruction turns from red to green once completed. Failure to complete the sequence will
result in the exit traffic lights remaining on red. Contact the Traffic Office if this occurs

On successful completion of loading, the traffic lights will turn green and the message 'Loading Complete. Please Leave the Weighbridge' will appear.

Descend the stairs from the loading area using the handrail to maintain using 3 points of contact. Access the vehicle cab using 3 points of contact

Slowly exit the weighbridge, turning right, and join the one way system. Park vehicle in a designated parking space, apply the handbrake, switch the engine off, remove vehicle keys, exit
the vehicle cab using 3 points of contact. Be aware of other vehicle movements in the vicinity. Proceed to Traffic Office for delivery documentation

After completing the activity/task
Do not remove a vehicle from the bridge if the Traffic Light remains red. Contact the Traffic Office for instruction
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